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Unit# JUN-0-81bX922g7 "Juno" (樹野)
Juno

Species: NH-29
Gender: Female

Age: 1
Zodiac Sign: Leo

Height: 5' 6“
Weight: 114 lbs.
Bra Size: 32C

Organization: Star Army Reserve
Occupation: Star Army Infantry

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: Fort Victory Reserve Center

Juno in Roleplay

Juno is a player character played by Bullet Pink.
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Physical Characteristics

Height: 5' 6” Mass: 114 lbs. Measurements: 32-23-33 Bra Size: 32C

Build and Skin Color: Although taller and more shapely than the typical NH-29, Juno has a lean and
taut build from regular daily training. Her ivory colored skin is marred only by the freckles populating her
shoulders and upper back.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Juno possesses a classical facial structure with high cheekbones and
arched eyebrows set above a pair of almond-shaped, icy-blue eyes that perpetually look half asleep.
Lightly sprinkled across her pert nose and cheeks is a smattering of freckles. A pair of fuzzy, tiger-striped
cat ears poke out from the side of her head.

Hair Color and Style: Her wavy platinum tresses are usually worn bunched-up behind her head in a
lazy half-updo and held in place with hairpins. The locks that don't make it in, bumble down to reach
between her shoulder blades.

Distinguishing Features: A legacy of her MPI origins, Juno has a genetically tattooed barcode located
above her hips, just underneath her SPINE interface port.

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Being a massed produced cloned being, Juno is certain that if something tragic were to
happen to her, that she would be easily replaced. She was born to be a soldier and being a soldier is all
Juno knows. Her utilitarian and no-nonsense attitude tends to give the impression that she is a military
drone that doesn't care about anything outside of orders. Orders and military operations make sense,
Juno is quite comfortable with those, it's the things that are out of the bounds of orders that make her
pause. It isn't that Juno doesn't care, it's just that she wasn't given the Standard Operating Procedures for
things like friendship or idle talk.

Her sharp, analytical mind perceives the universe around her as strategic points and tactical movements.
Relationships are seen as shifting systems of power and influence dynamics. Although it doesn't stop her
from trying, unquantifiable concepts like fun and friendship confuse Juno because she can't assign
concrete numerical values to them. Not to say that Juno doesn't enjoy having fun or friends and the like,
she just can't quite figure out the correct protocols for them.

Whether from her programming or not, Juno is intensely loyal and duty bound to the Star Army of
Yamatai.

Likes: Reading, military history, combat exercises, field training, chess, military rations, and cute things.
Dislikes: Large gatherings, having to repeat herself, complications, clutter, useless talk, mornings, loud
noises. Goals: To ensure the continual safety and prosperity of the Yamatai Star Empire, to become
more than just another cloned soldier.
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History

Family (or Creators)

Star Army of Yamatai

Pre-RP

Created number JUN-0-81bX922g7 as a Mass Production Infantry unit for the Star Army of Yamatai,
JUN-0-81bX922g7's history started the same as countless others. From creation, intended to be a soldier
and trained to be one, she knew little else besides military life. Her trainers all suspected that something
may have gone awry somewhere along the way in this unit's creation. For one thing, she referred to
herself as JUN-0-81bX922g7 until one of her instructors got fed up and shortened it to simply JUN-0,
which later became “Juno”. Although Juno excelled and exceeded many expectations during her basic
training, there was always something not quite right about her. It seemed as though she had difficulties
relating to anything that was not military operations related. Luckily, massed produced infantry aren't
created to have tea or be pleasant, they're created to do battle. Juno excelled enough at that her trainers
decided to train her in infiltration techniques in addition to the standard training program for MPIs. By the
end of her training period, although still a bit odd, Juno had become socialized enough to function with
others in teams.

Having passed final inspection, Juno is currently awaiting orders.

Skills

Communication:

Juno has been trained with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and
receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starship, power armor, and shuttles in
both combat and non-combat conditions. Juno is fluent in Nepleslian, and Yamataian. She can speak and
write them correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue orders under fire, etc. She also
has the Nekovalkyrja ability of telepathic communication.

Fighting:

Juno is trained with hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is
skilled in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without weapons. She is
also train in the usage and maintenance of all personnel weapons in the Star Army of Yamatai arsenal.
Juno is licensed for the Daisy M6 Infantry Power Armor and all Daisy Accessories.
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Vehicle

Usage and maintenance of ground vehicles in the Star Army of Yamatai arsenal. Juno can operate any
fully functional ground transport vehicle with ease and is capable of their maintenance and basic repairs,
provided she has access to spare replacement parts. She does not have the necessary skills to jury-rig
new parts or to repair terminally broken parts.

Math

Because of her massed produced nature, Juno came pre-installed with basic math. Paired with an
advanced bio-computer brain, she can add, subtract, multiply, divide, and solve trigonometry, geometry,
algebra, and calculus equations effortlessly and at near instant speeds.

Survival and Military

Like all NH29 Nekovalkyrja Massed Production Infantry, Juno was trained in map reading and tactical
movement. She is knowledgeable in all standard movement and danger area formations for both infantry
and mounts for both squads and platoons. Juno knows how to locate her position, recognize land
formations and navigate using maps.

Rogue

Juno has a working knowledge of tactical infiltration for the purposes of reconnaissance, advanced
assault and sabotage. She is capable, either alone or in a small team, of bypassing enemy front lines
undetected, recognizing key points of tactical significance, and mitigating and/or removing enemy
tactical advantages. Juno is well practiced in silent movement, cover use, camouflage, and is familiar
with alternative humanoid entry points to man-made structures.

Technology Operation

Juno is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information. Through her Nekovalkyrja
telepathy, Juno can access, download and transfer information to computerized systems and portable
media.

Inventory

Standard MPI Equipment
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As per Mass Cloning Facility, Type 30 discharge Standard Operating Procedure, Juno has in her
possession the following:

Basic Uniform consisting of:
Star Army Helmet, Type 30
Uniform (one of the following:)

Working Uniform with sky-blue panels
Star Army Field Uniform, Type 31
Generic pants and shirt (Black or "Multi-Net" Camouflage Pattern)

Pistol belt (synthetic material)
Boots (synthetic material)

Mass Production Pistol, Type 28 with extra magazine and 160 rounds.
Combat Knife (Diamond blade with rubberized sheath)
Star Army Backpack
Toiletry Kit
3 Days worth of Star Army Field Rations, Type 31

Personal Items/Things

Finances

Juno is currently a Santô Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai Reserve. She is on the Yamatai Prestige System
and receives no salary.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000KS Starting Funds
Character Data
Character Name Juno
Character Owner Bullet Pink
Character Status Adoptable Player Character
Current Location Fort Victory Reserve Center
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment Fort Victory Reserve Center
Orders Orders
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